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Plural Rules 

The regular plural of nouns is made by adding an S to the end of the word. As 

we’ve learned, there are exceptions to this rule. We call these exceptions 

irregular plurals. Let’s review what we’ve learned. 

We make the plural of nouns that end in CH, SH, X, or SS by adding ES. 

 one dress   one fox   one couch 

two dresses   two foxes   two couches 

We make the plural of some nouns that end in F or FE by changing the F or FE 

to V and adding ES. 

   one leaf   one elf 

   two leaves   two elves 

We make the plural of nouns that end in Y not following a vowel by changing 

the Y to I and adding ES. 

   one cherry   one fly 

   two cherries   two flies 

We make the plural of some OO nouns by changing the OO to EE. 

   one foot   one goose 

   two feet   two geese 

And of course, there are many words that just don’t follow a rule. 

 

Find the plurals: 

knife             boy           
box              miss           
try               man           

 

Write a sentence about your favorite place. Start it like this: My favorite place to be is... 
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And of course, there are many words that just don’t follow a rule. 

 

Find the plurals: 

knife   knives  boy   boys   
box    boxes  miss   misses 

try     tries  man   men    
Write a sentence about your favorite place. Start it like this: My favorite place to be is... 

     (answers will vary)    
                                  


